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Biological regeneration of water and organic sorbents used in the absorption of hydrophilic and 
hydrophobic pollutants, respectively, was studied. In both cases biodegradation takes place in a 
membrane bioreactor. In the case of organic sorbents regeneration of the biodegradation process is 
integrated with the extraction of a given pollutant to water phase. In experiments carried out in this 
work, the proposed systems were tested using a strain of Pseudomonas fluorescens. For hydrophilic 
compounds experiments were performed using alcohols (1-butanol and 2-propanol) as model 
substrates. Applying the mathematical model of a membrane bioreactor elaborated previously, the 
values of pollutant concentration were determined and positively verified in the experiments. This 
system of water sorbent regeneration is fully satisfying. The process of biodegradation integrated 
with extraction was analysed on the basis of model compounds such as benzene and toluene. The 
study confirmed a possibility of organic sorbent (silicone oil) regeneration. However, due to a very 
high partition coefficient of benzene or toluene between the organic and aqueous phases, the process 
could be considered only for the case of their high concentrations in the gas directed to absorption. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

One of the classical methods to remove VOCs from industrial outlet gases is absorption, more often 
into hydrophobic than into hydrophilic solvents. In the case when a high concentration of a pollutant 
inside the sorbent is possible to achieve, the absorbate can be reused in the main technological process. 
When there is a mixture of sorbed pollutants, it is most reasonable to degrade them by catalytic burning 
or (bio)chemical degradation (Huang et al., 2005; Liao et al., 2008). Among these methods degradation 
carried out by microorganisms is characterised by the following features: 1) most compounds could be 
degraded to substances which are not hazardous for natural environment, usually to CO2 and H2O;  
2) a variety of microorganisms make it possible to select particular strain(s) or consortium of 
microorganisms capable of decomposition of given substance(s); 3) the cost of biodegradation is 
relatively low in comparison to other methods. 

Due to the fact that the presence of water is essential for the subsistence of microorganisms there are 
two main strategies for biodegradation of compounds from industrial gases. The first one includes 
immobilisation of microorganisms on a solid surface in the form of a so-called “biofilm” through which 
a gas stream containing pollutants and a mineral nutrient stream pass in countercurrent (Hekmat et al., 
2004; Pedersen and Arvin, 1997; Zhu et al., 1998). An important disadvantage of biofilm is the lack of 
complete control over the processes which occur simultaneously in it; particularly the biomass growth 
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of microorganisms depends on conditions in the column. An alternative to biofilm, which eliminates 
the disadvantages mentioned above, is equipment in which unit processes are controlled separately. At 
the first step, the mass of pollutant is transferred from industrial waste gas into liquid absorbent. Next, 
regeneration of the absorbent using microorganisms is carried in the bioreactor. During this process, the 
rate of biodegradation is usually very slow because it runs under substrate inhibition kinetics (Kim  
et al., 2005; Shim and Yang, 1999) which additionally limits the values of pollutant concentration in 
the bioreaction zone and consequently also the growth rate of bacteria and transformation of pollutants. 
These observations make biodegradation processes, although environment-friendly, not very attractive 
compared to chemical decomposition. A solution of this problem is to reduce residence time in the 
bioreactor by increasing the biomass concentration. This can be achieved by applying a microfiltration 
membrane which retains microorganism cells in the reaction zone that leads to the microbial membrane 
bioreactor. 

In the previous study (Trusek-Holownia, 2008), a mathematical model was developed for a system 
consisting of a membrane module integrated with a stirred tank bioreactor – Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1. Scheme of the set-up with a MF-membrane module 

Stream from the bioreactor (Q2) is split into two streams: the stream of excess biomass (Q3) and the 
stream (Q4) directed to the membrane module. During membrane separation two streams are received: 
the retentate stream with concentrated biomass returned to the bioreactor and the permeate stream free 
of bacterial cells but containing mineral medium and substrates with a low molecular mass. At a high 
conversion degree of the substrate it can be reused in the absorption process.  

Stream partition coefficient (Ψ) was introduced to the model, where Q1 is the dosing stream,  
Q3 – stream of removal of biomass excess, Q6 – permeate stream. 
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A domain of this coefficient is the range (1, ∞), with the value of 1 corresponding to a classical 
continuously stirred tank reactor. The higher is this value, owing to the applied membrane, the higher is 
biomass concentration in the reactor in given conditions. 

Assuming that membrane microfiltration completely rejects microbial cells and a  change in cell 
concentration does not affect their physiology, the following formulas are obtained on the basis of the 
model: 
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while the substrate concentration in the degradation zone is determined from the kinetic equation which 
determines the growth rate of the microbial cells. 

 ( )scf=μ  (4) 

In the present study, the mentioned membrane bioreactor with a microfiltration module for regeneration 
of water sorbent including hydrophilic pollutant was applied. 

Compounds characterised by high hydrophobicity could be removed effectively from polluted air 
streams by absorption into hydrophobic liquid (Khan and Ghosal, 2000; Munoz et al., 2006; Yeom  
et al., 2000). Regeneration of such an absorber is related to the extraction of biodegraded component to 
the aqueous phase where microorganisms are able to live. That is why in the second series of 
experiments this system was equipped additionally with a membrane contactor in which hydrophobic 
pollutant was extracted from the organic phase into water.  

Each type of membrane bioreactors can be applied for a pure culture or for a consortium of 
microorganisms (as in the case of activated sludge). In the latter case, because of multiculturalism, the 
process is described with worse accuracy. To clearly show the benefits resulting from the application of 
membrane bioreactors, the presented experiments were performed using a single culture. The processes 
were carried out with VOCs often found in industrial gases and/or wastewater. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1. Microorganisms, culture broths 

A strain of Pseudomonas fluorescens PCM 2123 was purchased from the collection of IITD, Polish 
Academy of Sciences in Wroclaw (Poland). The culture medium was a broth consisting of 1 KNO3,  
1 KH2PO4, 1 K2HPO4, 1 NaCl, 0.02 CaCl, 0.2 MgSO4 and 0.001 FeCl3 (g dm-3) at pH 6.5. 

Results of experiments carried out in the laboratory scale showed that Pseudomonas fluorescens was 
able to use H2O2 as an oxygen source and its concentration range of 0.005-0.03% v/v had no influence 
on the growth rate of the tested cultures. Thus, H2O2 was added to the bioreactor and to the dosing tank 
(in the case of continuous processes) at the concentration of 0.02% v/v.  

The use of H2O2 as a source of oxygen made it possible to carry out experiments in tightly closed tanks 
almost completely filled with the culture medium. This procedure excluded evaporation of degraded 
VOCs into the atmosphere.  

The used strain was adapted for a month to the biodegradation of pollutants by increasing their 
concentration during subsequent charges. In the examined process the degraded substances were the 
only source of carbon and energy. Moreover, the medium did not contain organic nitrogen. 

2.2. Analytical methods 

The concentration of bacterial cells in the culture medium was monitored with a PharmaSpec UV-1700 
spectrophotometer (Shimadzu, Japan) at the wavelength of 550 nm. The equation derived on the basis 
of the dry mass method of P. fluorescens cells is Abs (550) = 2.5.X (X – biomass concentration, g·dm-3).  
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The concentrations of substrates (degraded pollutants) were determined in a GC-2014 gas 
chromatograph (Shimadzu, Japan) with a ZB-WAXplus capillary column (Zebron) 30 m long and  
0.25 mm in diameter, covered with a 0.25 μm layer of polyethylene glycol. Samples taken from water 
were analysed after centrifugation of cells (4000 rpm, 15 min.) in isothermal conditions in the column – 
temperature of the column 40°C (for benzene, toluene) and 55°C (for alcohols), feeder 180°C, detector 
200°C.  

To determine benzene and toluene concentrations in the organic (absorbent) phase a 10 μl sample taken 
from this phase was dissolved in 4.30 ml of hexane and analysed by chromatography using the 
temperature gradient on the column ranging from 50 to 200°C (temperature of feeder 180°C, detector 
200°C). 

2.3. Kinetic studies 

Preliminary experiments were performed in a batch system, using a single substrate. The initial 
substrate concentration was 0.12 to 4.6 g dm-3 in the case of alcohols and 0.05 to 0.4 g dm-3 for benzene 
or toluene. During the process the concentrations of biomass and substrate as described above were 
monitored. 

In the continuous processes the alcohols were dosed at the concentration of 5 g dm-3 and residence time 
ranging from 46 to 192 h. In the case of benzene and toluene their concentration in dosing streams was 
0.45 g dm-3 and the residence time ranged from 80 to 162 h.  

All the experiments (batch and continuous processes) were carried out at a selected temperature (30°C) 
in a 2.7 litre stirred reactor (New Brunswick BioFlo III, USA – Fig. 2) filled with 2.5 litre culture broth. 
All the media and equipment were sterilised in an autoclave at 121°C before growing. 

 
Fig. 2. New Brunswick BioFlo III reactor (USA) 

3. SCHEMES OF SYSTEMS WITH A BIOREACTOR INTEGRATED WITH MEMBRANE 
SEPARATION 

For hydrophilic compounds a system containing a microfiltration membrane module integrated with a 
stirred tank reactor shown in Fig. 1 was applied. The membrane module (IBIB, Warsaw, Poland) 
contained polysulphone capillary membranes (dpores = 0.05 μm, A = 0.0126 m2). It was sterilised with 
90% ethyl alcohol for 1 hour. Selectivity of the membrane towards cells was determined by the 
retention coefficient (Eykamp, 1995; Mulder, 1996).  
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For hydrophobic compounds, in the case when an organic solvent is applied as an absorbent, its 
regeneration integrated with biodegradation can be conducted in a periodic or continuous system 
presented in Fig. 3. A membrane module (IBIB, Warsaw, Poland) with polypropylene capillaries 
(dpores=0.1 μm, A=0.0088 m2 ) was used as a phase contactor. It was sterilised with 90% ethyl alcohol 
for 1 hour. This procedure also caused hydrophilisation of the polypropylene membranes. The organic 
phase at the volume of 1.5 dm-3 was circulated on the shell side. 

 
Fig. 3. Scheme of the set-up with a MF-membrane module and membrane phase contactor  

(an example of a periodic system) 

Due to a significant difference in the rate of biodegradation (slow) and mass transport (fast due to an 
extensive interface area), it is recommended that the system should work as a periodic one. In this case, 
the stream leaving the stirred tank bioreactor is directed to the microfiltration module (MF), where 
microbial cells are separated and recirculated in the retentate stream to the bioreactor. The permeate 
from the MF module is directed to the membrane contactor where phases circulate in countercurrent. 
The capillaries and pores of the polypropylene membrane, which has been hydrophilized before the 
process, are filled with water phase (nutrient broth). In order to maintain interface in the membrane 
pores, slight overpressure (0.15 MPa) is applied on the water phase side. After leaving the contactor, 
the aqueous phase enriched with a biodegraded component is introduced to the bioreactor, while the 
organic (absorbent) phase is circulated between the contactor and the tank filled with this phase. 

4. RESULTS 

4.1. Regeneration of aqueous absorbents 

The simplest method to remove hydrophilic compounds from industrial gases is absorption in the water 
stream (clear in nutrient broth) directed immediately to the bioreactor. Experiments for this type of 
membrane bioreactors were carried out using alcohols (1-butanol and 2-propanol – the pollutants often 
present in industrial waste gases) as model substrates. 

First of all, kinetic studies of biodegradation were performed in the batch system using a  strain of P. 
fluorescens. The obtained results showed a strong substrate inhibition which for 2-propanol occurred 
already at the concentration of 2.8 g dm-3, while for 1-butanol it appeared above 3.2 g dm-3. Hence in 
the description of periodic processes, the equation (e.g. Haldane or Yamane) should take into account 
the part including this phenomenon (Saravanan et al., 2008; Zhuang et al., 2005). 

Nevertheless, it is known that for the reaction with substrate inhibition steady state in the continuous 
process occurs only on the ascending arm of the kinetic curve (Tabis and Malik, 1998; Zhuang et al., 
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2005). This fact was confirmed in our experiments carried out in the continuous systems. The 
experimental points obtained in this process could be described with high accuracy by the Monod 
equation (Monod, 1949). Table 1 presents determined constants of this equation which holds in the 
range of substrate concentrations below the inhibition level. 

Table 1. Kinetics of biodegradation by P. fluorescens – constants of the Monod equation determined on the basis 
of points obtained in continuous processes 

 μ max [h-1] KS [g dm-3] Range of applicability  
cS [g dm-3] 

1-butanol 0.074 7.50 < 3.2 

2-propanol 0.048 6.92 < 2.8 

The concentration of a compound absorbed after regeneration (in stream Q6) is important for sorbent 
regeneration process because it limits the driving force for sorption at the top of the column and thus 
affects the concentration in the outlet gas from the column. Henry’s constant for the air-butanol-water 
system at 30°C is 0.525 g m-3 of air vs. g dm-3 of water. In this study it was assumed that the 
concentration of 1-butanol in the gas would be equal to 0.2 g m-3, which is within the imposed 
standards. Thus, the balance in the gas-liquid system shows that its concentration in the regenerated 
absorbent (stream Q6) should not exceed 0.4 g dm-3.  

Fig. 4 shows a correlation between residence time and the concentration of 1-butanol in the reactor for 
different values of parameter Ψ which was calculated according to the mathematical model described in 
a previous study (Trusek-Holownia, 2008). Particularly, for a concentration of 1-butanol lower than 0.2 
g dm-3 there is a very strong dependence, and in this case choosing an appropriate value for the Ψ 
coefficient is indispensable. 

 
Fig. 4. Dependence of the value of 1-butanol concentration and specified residence time in series at different 

values of Ψ 

For a classical stirred bioreactor (Ψ = 1) a very long residence time is required and because of that 
using the biodegradation process is not really an attractive method. Nevertheless, as can be seen from 
Fig. 4, an application of a membrane bioreactor significantly reduces the reaction time, in accordance 
with Equation (2).  

Ψ 
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Due to a relatively low mass stream of 1-butanol transferred to the liquid phase, the use of high values 
of coefficient Ψ is not a problem. The correlation obtained theoretically was verified experimentally 
using a membrane bioreactor for the continuous process of 1-butanol degradation. The reactor operated 
in a stable way (Fig. 5). Experimental results (Table 2) fully correspond to the values obtained using 
the mathematical model. 

Table 2. Verification of the process of 1-butanol biodegradation in membrane bioreactor 

Concentration of 
1-butanol  in Q1  

[ g dm-3] 

τ  
[h] Ψ 

Concentration  of  1-butanol  in  Q6  [ g dm-3] 

Model Experimental (average) 

1.5 24.5 8.22 0.54 0.51 

2.4 30.3 7.82 0.49 0.44 

3.5 41.6 4.42 0.59 0.61 

5.2 55.4 3.97 0.49 0.51 

 
Fig. 5. An example of the process of biodegradation of 1-butanol in a membrane bioreactor. The 1-butanol 

concentration in stream Q1 was 2.9 g dm-3, τ = 34.1 h, Ψ = 7.82. The expected (model) concentration of  
1-butanol in the outlet stream (Q6) was 0.4 g dm-3, the expected concentration of microbial cells in a bioreactor 

0.925 g dm-3 (based on the known value of YX/S = 0.37) 

4.2. Regeneration of hydrophobic absorbents 

A biodegradation process integrated with extraction was analysed on the basis of model compounds 
such as benzene and toluene degraded by P. fluorescens. Environmental standards for these compounds 
are very restrictive because of their highly carcinogenic nature. 

Due to a very strong substrate inhibition which occurs during biodegradation, the substrate 
concentration range, where the process can be described by the Monod equation, is only to 0.15 g dm-3. 

Kinetic constants determined on the basis of experimental points are presented in Table 3. 

The choice of an organic solvent is significant for efficiency of both absorption and biodegradation 
processes. The organic phase is in permanent contact with the water phase so it cannot be toxic for the 
applied microorganisms and, simultaneously, cannot be biodegradable by them. For the bacterial strain 
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tested in the present study, two solvents fulfil these requirements, i.e. 2,2,4,4,6,8,8–Heptanonane 
(HMN) and silicone oil. Simultaneously, the value of Henry’s constant is important. 

Table 3. Kinetics of biodegradation by P. fluorescens – constants in the Monod equation determined on the basis 
of points obtained in the batch homogeneous system 

 μmax [h-1] KS [g dm-3] Range of applicability 
cS [g dm-3] 

Benzene 0.008 0.011 < 0.15 

Toluene 0.021 0.119 < 0.15 

Henry’s constant for the air-benzene-silicone oil system at 20°C is 1.2·10-6 g m-3 of air vs. g m-3 of 
silicone oil (Sander R., 1999). Thus, for example, the concentration of benzene in silicone oil is 80.0 g 
dm-3and equilibrium concentration of the gas is 0.096 g m-3. This allows for the gas to be purified to the 
level of 0.10-0.12 g m-3 which means that the system may be important for benzene whose 
concentration in the gas exceeds 0.5 g m-3. 

For both selected organic solvents extraction equilibrium was determined in optimal conditions for  
P. fluorescens growth (30°C, pH 6.5). For the tested compounds no dependence (benzene) or slight 
dependence (toluene) of the partition coefficient on the applied solvents was observed. Dependence of 
the extracted substance concentration on organic and water phase is shown in Fig. 6. This result is in 
agreement with literature data obtained for other extraction systems (Long et al., 2008; Spiess et al., 
2008). 

 
Fig. 6. Benzene (a) and toluene (b) extraction equilibrium in the system with silicone oil and with HMN  

(30°C, pH 6.5) 

A high value obtained for coefficient P is logical if hydrophobicity of the extracted components is 
analysed, but is not beneficial to the process of mass transfer from the organic phase to water. 
Therefore, to obtain the concentration of benzene or toluene at several hundred mg dm-3 in the aqueous 
phase its concentration in the organic phase must be in the range of 30-100 g dm-3. Such a high benzene 
concentration in the organic phase reduces the quantity of this compound in the gas obtained after 
purification, and thus the area of application of this type of solvents is limited.  

The first attempts of organic phase regeneration were made in an emulsified system in the stirred 
bioreactor, as this is the simplest method. The organic phase was silicone oil which contained 5.59 to 
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50.15 g dm-3 of benzene or 8.04 to 81.08 g dm-3 of toluene in subsequent experiments. The water to 
organic phase ratio was 9.25:1. During the process, benzene/toluene concentration in both phases and 
cell concentration in the water phase was measured. Exemplary data are shown in Fig. 7. The rate of 
benzene biodegradation was about 0.01 g dm-3 h-1, which is the value only slightly lower than that 
obtained for 1-butanol at low concentrations. 

 
Fig. 7. An example of the processes of regeneration of the absorbent organic phase by Pseudomonas fluorescens 

in the emulsified system. The change of cell concentration in the reactor (multiplied 500 times) and the 
concentration of benzene in silicone oil (initial benzene concentration in silicone oil = 30.0 g dm-3, initial 

concentration of cells 0.05 g dm-3) 

After ca. 220-248 h, irrespective of the kind of substrate (benzene or toluene) and its initial 
concentration, a compacting of cells and formation of floccules located near the phase interface was 
observed. Single cells were visible also in the oil phase. In the experiments where silicone oil contained 
higher concentrations of benzene (>35 g dm-3), or toluene (>42 g dm-3) no cell growth was observed, 
which provided the evidence of a strong inhibiting effect of benzene and toluene caused by their 
contact with microorganisms at the interface. These results showed that a heterogeneous bioreactor was 
inadequate for the examined process. 

An alternative to organic absorbent regeneration is a system shown in Fig. 3. This is a typical hybrid 
process which concerns a microbial membrane bioreactor integrated with a membrane contactor 
working as an extractor. Such a device was built in a laboratory scale and tested to verify the proposed 
method. Due to very large differences in the concentrations observed in the organic and aqueous 
phases, similar differences were reported in the flow of both phases. For this reason it was decided to 
conduct the process in the pseudostationary state. Although in this case, the organic phase circulated in 
a closed circuit, concentration changes during the experiment were so small that the concentration 
could be assumed as a constant (average) value. An example of the correlation between benzene 
concentration in both phases is shown in Fig. 8. 

The study confirmed the possibility of organic sorbent regeneration. However, due to a very high 
partition coefficient of benzene between the organic and aqueous phases, the process can be considered 
only for the cases of high concentrations of benzene in the gas directed to absorption. 
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Fig. 8. An example of the processes of regeneration of the absorbent organic phase by P. fluorescens in the 
integrated system (organic phase stream 0.083 dm3 h-1, water phase (nutrient broth) stream 0.29 dm3 h-1, the 

concentration of benzene in silicone oil 64.5 g dm-3, the expected concentration of benzene after  
biodegradation 0.04 g dm-3) 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Regeneration of the two types of gas pollutants; hydrophilic and hydrophobic, was considered. In the 
case of hydrophilic substances an aqueous solution containing broth with mineral components can be 
used as a sorbent, which can further be bioregenerated in an efficient way. Due to a relatively low 
concentration of biodegraded substance in the solution it is preferable to use a membrane bioreactor. 
Because of a rather strong dependence of Henry’s constant on the temperature in the selection of 
process parameters for integrated biodegradation and absorption processes, it is recommended to 
optimise them in view of temperature. 

In the case of hydrophobic pollutants an organic solvent should be used as a sorbent. Direct 
regeneration of such a solvent in an emulsion bioreactor is not effective in long processes because of 
strong cell adhesion to the interface. A solution is to apply an effective extraction (e.g. in a membrane 
contactor). Depending on the equilibriums of gas-organic solvent-water solutions, the proposed process 
is limited to the systems where high concentrations of pollutants occur in the exhaust gases. 

This work was supported  in a framework of a project 344069/Z0311. 

SYMBOLS 

cS substrate concentration, g dm-3 

c* equilibrium concentration, g dm-3 

KS Monod constant, g dm-3 
P equilibrium partition coefficient; Pi=c*

i,org/c*
i, aq 

Q stream, dm3 h-1 
X biomass concentration, g dm-3 
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YX/S biomass yield coefficient, gX gS
-1 

 

Greek symbols 
μ specific growth rate, h-1 
μmax maximal  specific growth rate, h-1 
τ hydraulic  residence  time, h 
Ψ streams division coefficient (Eq. (1)) 

Subscripts 
aq aqueous phase 
cl classical bioreactor 
MB membrane bioreactor 
org organic phase 
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